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Gatsby chapter 7 quiz

Multiple choice. What happened to all of Gatsby's servants? 1. They quit because they got tired of having to prepare and clean up after all of Gatsby's extravagant parties. 2. Were they fired for stealing from Gatsby? 3. They were fired because Gatsby didn't want any gossip going around. 4. They got sick
and had to stop because they were in and out of the hospital so much. What was Gatsby's reaction to seeing Pammy? 1. He passed out 2. It seemed as if he was in shock or disturbed. 3. He taught Pammy a game and became a good friend with her. 4. He never had a chance to meet her. What was
Tom's reaction to finding out that Mrs. Wilson had died. 1. He was so sad that he cried. 2. She wanted to know how she died. 3. He didn't care. 4. 1 and 2. Fill in the blank field 1. Mr. ________________ helped Gatsby replace all his servants. 2. Daisy called _____________ to invite him to tea. 3. Pammy
was treated by _______________. True and false 1. Gasby went with Nick to Daisy's house. 2. Tom, Daisy, Nick, Jordan, and Gatsby all agree to go to New York City for the afternoon? 3. Tom realizes that Gatsby and Daisy are ing an affair. Reply paragraph 1. What happened to Daisy and Gatsby as
they went home? How do you think Daisy's going to feel about this? How do you think it will change/affect history? Chapter 7 Quiz: 1 Why does Gatsby stop partying? A He no longer needs them to lure Daisy into his life. B Joy went out of his life C They were getting too expensive page 122 Mr. Gatsby!
He put out his wide, flat hand with well-concealed dislike. I'm glad to see you, sir. Nick... 2 Who is the speaker? A Dan Cody B Wolfsheim C Tom 3 What surprises Gatsby when he goes to East Egg? Page 123 A Tom is even richer than B Daisy has a little girl C It's incredibly hot that day 4 How does Tom
first find out there's a love story between Gatsby and Daisy? Page 125 To He sees the way they look at each other. B A private detective tells him. C Gatsby tells him. 5 Who rides with whom? Page 128 A ride of Gatsby and Daisy in Gatsby's car; Tom, Jordan and Nick ride in Tom's Car B Nick rides with
Jordan and Tom in Gatsby's yellow car, and Gatsby and Daisy ride together in Tom's car. C Everyone walks 6 Where does Tom stop for gas? A garage at Wilson B West Egg-spress Gas and Go C They decided not to stop 7 The Owl Eyes incident described on page 59 &amp; 60 in Chapter 3 was
probably included A to show the dangers of drink-driving B to introduce the real driver of the car that hit Myrtle C to foreshadow an accident involving the wrong identity of an 8 pilot Why does Tom let Daisy go back to East Egg with Gatsby? Page 142 A He realizes he lost Daisy to Gatsby B He assumes
Daisy will never leave him for Gatsby and he is to prove it. C No room in the car for Daisy. 9 How does the reader know that Wilson planned to move in with Myrtle? page 143 Nick discovers from Wilson B Michaelis has reported to an investigation into the incident, and apparently Nick includes information
from the report in his narration. C Tom listens to Wilson talk to Myrtle. 10 Why does Fitzgerald include information from the report? A Nick, the narrator, was not present when the accident occurred. B The information in the report is more reliable than Nick C's observations The incident is historically
important. 11 What do Tom, Nick and Jordan see in the Ashes Valley? A garage in Wilson burned B There was a terrible accident C The Valley of ashes the symbol of a human waste ground 12 Tom thinks Wilson will remember the yellow car that afternoon. He also assumes gatsby was the driver. A
True B False page 150 What are you doing? I asked. Stand here, old sport.             Somehow it seemed a despicable occupation. For everything I knew he'd rob the house in a second. 13 What does Nick find despicable? A Gatsby shouldn't wait at someone else's property. B Assumes Gatsby was
driving during the hit and run. C Gatsby is really a well-known home burglar. Page 151 It all happened in a minute, but it seemed to me that he wanted to talk to us, he thought we were someone he knew. 14 This passage shows Myrtle thought it was Tom and she was desperate to see him B Myrtle was
committing suicide C Myrtle recognized Gatsby and wanted to see him. 15 Gatsby worries about Daisy and is afraid Tom will hurt her.  Send Nick to check on her.  Nick discovers that Tom and Daisy eat cold fried chicken and talk. B Tom and Daisy are fighting. C Daisy is preparing to leave Tom for
Gatsby. Chapter 7 Quiz of Further Studies
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